
Inventory – Masters
 Warehouse

In the Warehouse Master the user is able to create
and manage a warehouse. By selecting the Locator tab
the user is able to create new locations in the
racks; for locating products.

 Account Setting
The Account Settings application allows the user to
map the transactions type i.e. Sales, Inventory,
Purchase and Expense to update the proper journals
and accounts.

 Account Category
The Account Category allows the user to
categorize the different type of products, i.e.
service, item and which account settings to use.

 Products
The Products application in the Inventory Master
allows the user to view the list of products by
Account Category, Brands and Market and also allows
the users to create new products.

 Product Groups
Product Group view allows user to group products into
subgroups e.g. color, category / type, size, etc for
multi-dimensions products analysis.

 Product Standard Cost
This view allows user to create and manage product
standard cost list.
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 Unit of Measurement
Unit of Measurement (UOM) view allows user to
define and manage products’ UOM

 Shipping Methods
The shipping method in the Master set up allows the
user to create the different forms of transport
allowed to transport the Goods from one location to
the other.

 Inco Terms
The Inco terms rules or International Commercial
Terms are a series of pre-defined commercial terms
published by the International Chamber of Commerce
(ICC). They are widely used in International
commercial transactions or procurement processes. A
series of three-letter trade terms related to common
contractual sales practices, the Incoterms rules are
intended primarily to clearly communicate the tasks,
costs, and risks associated with the transportation
and delivery of goods.

 Provision Scheme
The Provision Scheme Master application allows the
user to set any type of provision deem to uplift the
cost for Freight & Handling charges the goods and or
transportation, which will have a mapping to the
provisions in the accounting module. Within the
application the user can create and manage provision
schemes.

 Customs Duty
The customs duty application allows the user to setup
and create and manage customs duty schemes and also
the accounts settings.
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 Containers
The Container Master application allows user to
create and manage the different shipping Containers
sizes, pallets size, cartons size and dimensions.
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